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RegeniCARE

®

You can Live Young at every
age with this total joint
health combination!

Why You? Why Univera?
Everyday wear and tear causes physical and mental stress on our bodies,
eventually causing soreness and discomfort in our bones and joints. We all
experience the frustration of not being our usual confident, active, and lively
selves – but with RegeniCARE you have a way back to yourself!
RegeniCARE is a powerful combination of therapeutic ingredients formulated
to maintain total joint health. And it’s ready to enjoy in on-the-go packets you
just mix with water. Choose your favorite flavor – lemon or raspberry – or mix
them for a raspberry-lemon spark!

Whether you’re 20 or 120, RegeniCARE keeps you
a mobile, moving machine!

“I’ve been with Univera for 10 years. Before
Univera I felt discomfort in my joints and
throughout my body and was pretty much
unable to do the things I loved to do. Within a
few months of adding RegeniCARE to my
Univera routine, my joints were feeling amazing!
I will never be without these products.”
- M’Ellen, Independent Associate
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Ultimate Joint Care
• Health Canada approved NPN (Natural Product Number): 80032147
• Helps in the development and maintenance of cartilage
• A factor in maintaining healthy cartilage and joint health
• Helps to relieve joint pain associated with osteoarthritis

ITEM #

PRODUCT NAME

SIZE

CUSTOMER

PREFERRED

103107

RegeniCARE Lemon

30 packets

$86.99

$78.99

103102

RegeniCARE Raspberry

30 packets

$86.99

$78.99

Concerned about shellfish allergies?
RegeniFREE® is for those who cannot tolerate
some traditional joint-comfort compounds.

“I have been a registered nutritionist and massage therapist
for 15 years. 11 years ago a good friend introduced me to
Univera products and my world changed dramatically. I
continued using the products daily and after 3 months of
using RegeniCARE, my spine had full movement and was out
of the discomfort I experienced for 15 years. I had the mobility
in my back I thought was gone forever. I continue to use
Univera products daily and they are my go-to for a rock solid
health plan that will have me paddle boarding and playing
with my kids for the rest of my life”
- Harry Mathers, Independent Associate
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